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Ilvi.MEDIATE .RELEASE
EXPERIMENT IN l\.TTITUDES AND COMMUNICATION SKILLS FOR
UNDERPRIVILEGED CHILDREN BEGINS AT U.S. D.
SAN Dl ;~GO, Calif. - -The Educational Development Center at the University
of San Diego this week began an experimental project to assist underprivileged boys
from Logan Heights to improve their reading ability.
"The project is a scientific experiment to assist youth to develop communica ...
tion skills and positive attitudes,
Development Center.
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said Dr. Gerald Sperrazzo, Director, USD Educational

"Simply, we will attempt to produce behavioural and attitude

changes."
Sperrazzo said that two groups of boys were tested before the project began .
One group is now receiving a ten-week reading program for an hour each morning, four
days a week, before attending regular school classes.
receive no special reading instruction.

The other, a control group, will

After ten weeks each group will again be tested

and evaluated for progress. The boys rang e in age from 13 to 16 years.
The program was initiated through the efforts of Fred Hayes, Director of
the William J. Oakes Boys Club in Logan Heights and Al Couppee, sports announcer for
KOGO Time/Life Broadcasting Station.
"The project is experimental and no predictions are made on changes which
may occur as a result of the reading program,
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said Dr. Sperrazzo.

"We hope to detect

changes in attitudes and communication skills which should help them read, write and
solve problems easier.

The important thing is that what we learn in this experiment

may be applicable on a larger scale.
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Assisting Dr. Sperrazzo is Dr. Roland Phelps, USD adjunct professor and
(

staff counseling psychologist.

Wilson 3hurr, USD assistant professor and reading

specialist and Lawrence Conrad, USD adjunct professor and communications specialist.
Mr. Hayes and Mr. Couppee also assist in the program.
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